
Q-ZONE STANDARD MODEL

1x4 or 1x2
1 column x 4 row grid (or x 2 row grid)

See more customizations and inspiration on the next page

A FRAME A+B+A FRAME

3x4
3 column x 4 row grid
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Q-Zone Screen comes in a standard 1x4 or
1x2 frame (A Frame) with optional 1x4 or

1x2 extension frames (B Frames) that 
connect to or between A Frames.

Customize dimensions by adding on as many B 
Frames as desired to fit your space

(in between A Frames).

Store your Office Box, books,
plants, collectibles,

and more!

Dimensions outside standard ranges (1x4, 2x4, 3x4, etc.)
 are project size dependent. 
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Q-ZONE
SCREENS
Stylish divider, screen, 

& storage all in one



Keep Q-ZONE as a frame for storing 
our portable workstation or ask 
about other inserts & accessories.

*Standard laminate cubby | Optional Office Box with tote rails, corkboard, perforated metal, & mounted white board accessories

FEATURES & INSPIRATION

Minimalist 1/2”
thick steel grid

Single or double
height storage

laminate cubbies, 
white board, 
perforated metal, 
& more

Lockable TOTem companion

Base options include lockable hinged doors, digital locks, 
and manual keyed (alike or random) locks

A       +B    +B    +B   +B   +A
*With optional tote rails 
for docking different
sized totes.

Standard
toe kick
*w/option
to install *Single height = 

standard
*Double height =
  customization EVO-ABBBBA-LCA2-LCB4

|
#columns

|
Cubby type +

quanitity desired

Laminate - LCA
Cubby

Laminate Cubby - LCB
w/back

Planter - PLACompanion - CTK
TOTem Kit

Laminate Cubby - LCC 
w/hinged door

*optional lock (key or combo)*optional digital lock

Wood Shelf - WS
Laminate Shelf - LS

Plexi Shelf - PS



STANDARD COLORS & FINISHES

POWDER-COATED GRID

ACCESSORY FINISH OPTIONS

LAMINATES

PLEXIGLASS

CUSTOMIZATION INSPIRATION

*See Full Finish Guide for more details

Teak Allover  - 9116 Classic Walnut - 54868

Laminate
Sample

All customizations are project size dependent
(Minimum purchase order of $100k)

Clear  - G01 Black - G02

 Vogue Wood - 6308

Light Birch - 5467 Black - 909 Sakura - 5264 White - 949

NEW Wood Surround Option - Inquire today

mailto:info%40slydeinnovations.com?subject=Slyde%20EVO%20Screen%20Inquiry


Don’t hesitate to reach out with any further questions or inquiries. 




